Liverpool
Struts it’s Stuff!

T

he back streets of Liverpool; the
roads that wind left and right
throughout the most amazing well
known city of England that are
embedded
with
derelict,
architectural buildings that tower
over you, dark factory like sheds
scattered here and there. Who
knew that a few of them put
together could create the largest
event of the UK. The place that all
addicted
shoppoholics
search
endearingly for. The place we
want, we beg for. That thing
everybody needs in their lives.
BRITISH STYLE COLLECTIVE.
Lights. Camera. Action! The
biggest bestselling fashion event
across the country, people from all
over, businesses and industries
from here there and everywhere
come just for this elite event!
They offered the chance for our
loved ones to be educated to the
point that we were completely
blown away!
It started with a large entrance
door and a large man stood
outside dressed in black. We stood
there waiting… we could not wait
to see what was inside. Our
expectations were small, a small
quiet fashion show at the most.
Well, by the end of just the first
location
we
were
utterly
mesmerised! We were knocked of
our seats in astonishment! Music
bouncing off the speakers, an old
hall that had been festooned in
decorations, professionals walking
right next to us at our feet, a
glowing cat walk at our sides and
a swarm of stunning models
backstage!

The next location: strange, azure
colours filled the room and had a
special miasma of music in front of
us. Sculptures of inexplicable work
created just for our eyes. It was a
show based on the cleverest thing we
had ever seen. And it ended with a
small but outstanding show of
acrobatically, artistic dancers.
Throughout the rest of the day we
were amazed by astonishing clothes,
dresses, makeup, and a whole lot of
glitter! From diamond chokers, to
fluffy shoes to free little goodies,
insightful interviews to meets and
greets with the newest hottest
celebs! The expedition was gorgeous
and the brilliant fashion show
couldn't have been better. Dancers,
singers, a violinist, celebrity hosts
and beautiful models filled the arena
along with an amazing harmony of
an audience to go along with it!
Some people may say fashion is just
not for them, they think all these
trends just aren’t what they like.
Little do they know they are wrong.
We pick and choose our own clothes
everyday whether they are a sleek,
sexy, silk pair of pyjamas from
Victoria’s Secret or the strangest
combination of baggy, slouchy
pyjamas from the corner shop, if it's
your favourite T-Shirt from Primark
or your only top from Prada.
Everybody has a link to fashion
whether you like it or not, we're all
about it and there's no getting out of
it.
At the clothes show they're all about
making your fashion life incredible!
They strive to put all the new ideas
and fashion to everyone's knowledge!
We want to spread it! Everywhere!
BRITISH STYLE COLLECTIVE
2017, WOW!

